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"Let Us Go 
Unto The House Of The Lord"' 
" N . 
-••.•-•; ••;•••... "' 
;-•• : :V:- ; . : ^^ : ™' ^ : ̂  ? S ^ 
The Newly-Remodeled Church of the Green Spring 
Congregation . (See page eleven for report.) 
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Never-Dying Life 
Mont Hurst 
TODAY WE KNOW that the medical pro-fession, scientists and other groups are 
striving as never before to find ways of 
prolonging the life of mankind. On every 
hand we hear and read of the l a t e s t 
achievements, discoveries and develop-
ments that have to do with prolonging life. 
And statistics of life insurance companies 
reveal the fact that the average span of 
life for man has been made longer through 
these new discoveries. Man wants to live. 
Few people actually want to die! 
But, for all that, the only sure things 
are birth and physical death. No matter 
how much more progress is made in per-
fecting ways of making human life last 
longer, death of the body is the sure, in-
evitable end. 
But, there is a way whereby man never 
dies. It is not a new discovery. It is over 
nineteen-hundred years old. Man's physi-
cal body may die, but his soul and spirit-
ual being can live on forever in a far hap-
pier state than man ever enjoyed on earth. 
And it is a reality when we look at it in 
the light of God's Word and Truth. The 
Bible says that "the soul that sinneth it 
shall die . . . but the gift of God is life 
eternal." Jesus proved it in His glorious 
Resurrection from the tomb. He a l s o 
proved it when He raised Lazarus from 
the grave. Life triumphs over death every 
time when Jesus is a part of that life . . . 
for He cannot die . . . and whatsoever He 
touches is alive forever more! 
John Wesley said that the Christians die 
well. He meant that they inherit eternal 
life and triumph over the grave just as 
surely as they die. All they have to do to 
inherit eternal life is to die a physical 
death. Christ is the power of resurrection 
for any life wholly yielded to Him. He 
said. " I am the resurrection and the life." 
A story is told of two Korean women who 
stood watching a funeral procession on its 
way to the foreign cemetery. "What sight 
is th i s?" asked one. "They are going to 
bury the son of the village's Christian mis-
sionary," replied tW> other. In Korea a 
son is the most precrous of all possessions. 
"It is not so bad for them as for us," said 
the first woman sadly, "They know some-
thing that makes them sure that they will 
get their children back some day! We 
know nothing about how to get ours back 
again!" 
We Christians can know that we will get 
our saved loved ones back again. We know 
that we will be with that father, mother, 
sister, brother, son, daughter and friend! 
We know we can be with them for all 
eternity. We know that we not only can 
enjoy life on earth but a far more blessed 
and happy life after the grave. Christ in 
us is the answer. The Holy Spirit abiding 
and directing our actions is the connecting 
link through Him straight to the throne of 
Cod. 
In a small town one night, several travel-
ing men came in from a hard day's drive 
to a small hotel. Among them was one 
man who had been there many times and 
he knew the hotel as well as the bell boys. 
So he just said he would go on to his 
room and not wait for the boy who was 
busy. When he reached the floor of his 
room he found it dark, but feeling sure 
he knew where the room was located, he 
did not light the match he had in his 
pocket, but just kept on walking along the 
dark hall. Suddenly there was a cry of 
distress and it was found he had walked 
through the dark hall to its end, and out 
through a door a careless servant had left 
open. He was found on the ground below 
with a broken neck and in his hand, tightly 
clasped was the unlit match. His intention 
had been good, but he did not fulfill it. 
God puts opportunities into all our hands, 
but many of us are too careless about using 
them. 
The traveling man needed light for guid-
ance; but didn't use it. He had it with 
him if he'd only used his match. People 
take risks of destruction when they fail to 
use the means God provides the Christians 
for guidance and for being overcomers of 
temptations and wiles of the Devil. 
God offers eternal life through J e s u s 
Christ. Sin offers the Devil and his regions 
of the damned. Both places are waiting 
for people. People are going to both places 
every second of the day and night. God 
has said. "The soul that sinneth it shall 
die." Hell is an awful place . . . a horrible 
pit that is indescribable. And there is no 
chance of salvation after the body dies. 
The Bible has said: "I t is appointed unto 
men once to die. but after this the judg-
ment . . ." "Behold, now is the day of 
salvation . . ." "How shall we escape if we 
neglect so great salvation?" In John 3:3 
we read: "Except a man be born again, he 
cannot see the kingdom of God." We want 
to see and dwell in this kingdom. We must 
be careful in our daily living. We must 
exercise very great caution when we are 
a\May from the church and our Christian 
friends, out among the unsaved people and 
in the worldly atmosphere where the Devil 
uses his greatest array of snares to catch 
the careless Christian. We need not fear 
the people of the world, but we must fear 
the evil powers that are loose and ready 
to destroy our very souls. Jesus said, 
"Fear not them which kill the body, and 
are not able to kill the soul; but rather 
fear him which is able to destroy both soul 
and body in hell." 
Jesus also said, "I am come that they 
might have life." That is what He said 
and His words are true. God is not will-
ing that any should perish. This is a faith-
ful saying and worthy of all acceptation 
that Christ Jesus came into the world to 
save sinners and to live in His Lambs. 
There is life in His Blood. And as long 
as we dwell under the shadow of His wings 
we are safe and enjoy the daily thrill of 
knowing that we possess that marvelous, 
unsearchable wealth . . . a never-dying 
life!—Dallas, Texas. 
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LEADERSHIP 
CRUDENESS IS certainly not a virtue. Lack of organization of an orderly way of 
doing things casts a reflection on the value 
of the cause we represent. It is just as 
unreasonable to expect all experience and 
training to be secured in the area of serv-
ice as it would be in many of the other 
areas where human relations is a significant 
part of the program. None of us will sit 
in a dentist's chair while a man is learning 
the basic facts of dentistry; neither will 
we lie on the surgeon's table while a man 
probes about to learn the whereabouts of 
the nerve centers. To deal with and lead 
immortal souls in God's program, is a re-
sponsibility that has no equal. 
Leadership has the responsibility of di-
recting people in the way they should go. 
Some things can be learned about how to 
approach people. The fact that a church 
is a one-man program, is a reflection on 
the leadership and not necessarily on the 
i V V V V V v V V V V V V V V V V V V V V v ^ ^ i r / V V V V V 
Of Interest to All 
I N A PERSONAL letter received from Bishop Samuel F. Wolgemuth of Waynesboro, 
Pennsylvania, some information was re-
ceived that wi l l be of interest to the church 
in general. Feeling the call of God to 
answer a world-wide call of Youth for 
Christ to preach the gospel in foreign coun-
tries, Brother Wolgemuth's plans are stated 
in the following paragraph from his letter: 
"Joe and Marietta Smith, under the sanc-
tion of our Foreign Mission Board are 
leaving San Francisco by boat September 
20. I will be leaving the same day by 
plane, arriving in Tokyo two days later. 
They will arrive at Yokohama October 10. 
We will be working together as a Gospel 
team for approximately thirty days in 
Japan. Then I will be going on to Formosa, 
Manila, Hongkong and Bangkok spending 
several days in mass meetings at each 
place. From there I will go on to Calcutta 
and work a month or more again with the 
Smiths, and then about the middle of De-
cember we will go inland to our own mis-
sion stations and then I will return by way 
of Israel. Rome. Frankfurt, Paris and Lon-
don." 
A significant sentence included in the 
letter is, "I am trusting that the Lord will 
use it to break my own heart with the heart-
cry of a perishing world." The prayers of 
the church are back of our brother as he 
goes forth in this great ministry. May the 
spiritual impact that strikes B r o t h e r 
Wolgemuth as he is enroute around the 
world, be later felt in every nook and 
corner of our Brotherhood!—/. /V. H. 
members of that church. A course in psy-
chology will be of great value in under-
standing people. Leadership that is able 
to analyze the actions and reactions of his 
tollowers, will avoid some of the pitfalls 
and heartaches that leadership often ex-
periences. A leader must study his people 
and not be moved too greatly by their 
sentiments in any one particular way. The 
task is to find the people where they are 
and lead them to a higher level. As such, 
he becomes their directive power—not as a 
dictator but as one who understands them 
sufficiently to direct their energies and 
sometimes, in spite of their dislikes, lifts 
them into loftier areas of service and use-
fulness. 
Not only does the task of leadership in-
volve the matter of direction but also has 
much to do with development. One of the 
qualities that Paul refers to in leadership 
is, "Lover of good men." Indeed blessed 
is that people whose leadership has an eye 
focused on their possibilities of usefulness. 
Men of very small stature are the only ones 
who fear they will be excelled. True leader-
ship rejoices in the success of others and 
does all within its power to make those 
accomplishments a permanent blessing to 
any work. 
Leadership should continually be ob-
serving and studying what other men and 
groups are doing, in that study and ob-
servation he will doubtless receive some 
inspirations that can and should be adapt-
ed to the development of his own area. 
Patience must be an inseparable part of 
the character of a leader. To love and 
work with people and lead them on when 
they seemingly go, oh, so slow, and keep 
good grace, requires an anointing of Di-
vine love and grace.—/. N. H. 
"The Talking Bible" 
Early risers in New York City and vicin-
ity can hear the Bible read every Sunday-
morning, starting at seven o'clock. This 
new program, sponsored jointly by the 
American Bible Society and S t a t i o n 
WNEW presents a half-hour continuous 
reading of the Bible, which was begun 
with the Book of Genesis. The Talking 
Book Records, which the Bible Society has 
prepared for the use of the blind, are be-
ing used. The reading is by Alexander 
Scourby. It is expected that it will take a 
period of three years to complete the read-
ing of the entire Bible. 
Sunday School Convention 
Christian workers from every part of the 
country will converge in Philadelphia No-
vember 2 through 4 for fifth annual con-
vention of the National Sunday School 
Association in Town Hall. Joint sponsors 
of the convention are the Evangelical 
Teacher Training Association and the Phil-
adelphia Area Sunday School Association. 
Some 30 leading Christian educators and 
inspirational speakers will be included in 
the heavily packed three-day program. 
"This year the National Sunday School 
Convention program will include demon-
strations, colorful illustrated lectures, and 
practical sessions on all phases of Sunday 
school and related work,'' according to Dr. 
James DeForest Murch. president of the 
NSSA. 
Twelve workshop sessions have been 
planned as well as eleven departmental 
conferences. 
Speakers include Dr. Robert C. McQuilk-
in, Dr. Harold C. Mason, Dr. Henrietta 
Mears, Miss Eunice J. Fischer, Dr. Archer 
Anderson, Mrs. Billie Davis, Rev. Nels 
Anderson, Dr. R. A. Forrest, Rev. William 
E. Kirschke, and Dr. Murch. 
Departmental conference leaders include 
Miss Mary LeBar, Miss Lois E. LeBar, Miss 
Winona Walworth, Mrs. Bernice T. Corey, 
Dr. Adrian Heaton, William Lane, Miss 
Fischer, Dr. Murch, and others. 
Workshop leaders include Rev. Paul 
Copeland. Rev. Paul G. Kiehl, Rev. Frank 
A. Kehrli, Rev. Raymond White, Mrs. Is-
abelle Hall, Dr. Walter A. Carvin, Rev. A. 
L. Brown, Dr. Clyde Meadows, Dr. Roy 
L. Grace, Dr. Clarence H. Benson, Mrs. 
Davis, and others. 
Dr. Meadows also has been chosen as 
convention song leader. 
The Sunday School Convention will be 
launched in the Wednesday evening prayer 
meetings of Philadelphia area churches. 
Convention speakers, conference leaders, 
and NSSA board members will serve in 
various pulpits. 
Active in the promotion of the meeting 
will be the Rev. Ulphin A. Davis, of Port-
land, Oregon, who will conduct a number 
of pre-convention rallies in the churches 
within 150 miles of Philadelphia for sev-
eral weeks preceding the convention. 
Theme of the convention is "Revival 
Now Through the Sunday School." 
—The Wesley an Methodist. 
"Maybe if bees could understand that 
every time they sting a human being, they 
are 'committing suicide,' the stinging busi-
ness in self-defence would stop in short 
order! 
"Christians might do well to remember 
that too, when they feel like 'stinging' 
somebody!" 
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Can Any Church Have 
A Revival in 1950 ? 
Rev. R. G. Flexon 
THIS SEEMS to be in the realm of predic-tion but we believe it is also in the 
realm of the possible. The condition of 
the world as it rushes after material com-
forts, security and pleasure would seem to 
mock us and say it cannot be. The con-
ception of religion which most young peo-
ple have today would seem to be an insur-
mountable barrier. The small congrega-
tions attending our church services would 
seem to indicate that for us a great sweep-
ing revival is impossible. It will be if we 
try to program it through or think it can 
be brought about by extra human efforts 
not saturated with prayer. There is no rea-
son we cannot have the greatest revivals of 
our history as a church if we will place as 
our goal the winning of souls and be will-
ing to pay the price to win them. 
What Is A Revival? 
Some folk think it is calling an evan-
gelist any time during the year and putting 
on two weeks of meetings. Others think it 
is securing a drawing card in the form of 
an evangelistic party which will pack the 
building full of people who have a hilari-
ous time in general. They consider such a 
meeting a successful revival if they can 
raise money to pay the party well and a 
good taste for the church is left in the 
mouth of the community. Still others think 
it is a house to house canvass to enroll 
members for the church thus enabling it 
to pay its budgets in full, increase the pas-
tor's salary and make a good report at 
conference. All of these are widely miss-
ing the mark. 
A revival is any spiritual awakening 
which brings new life to the spiritual mem-
bers of the church, causing the unsancti-
fied believers to go over into the land of 
Canaan to claim their inheritance, making 
backsliders return home, producing con-
viction on sinners until there is a real 
seeking after God, setting up family altars 
and lifting the moral tone of the entire 
community. 
Such may come without an evangelist or 
an evangelistic party, without a protracted 
meeting or even a church building in which 
to worship. The writer has seen such re-
vivals, heard of others, and longs to see 
more. However, they are the exceptions 
and not the rule, for usually God works 
through His chosen instruments in promot-
ing revivals and they are a God-called 
evangelist and a praying church. 
Planning For A Revival 
Rev. Charles G. Finney is credited with 
saying that a revival of religion is no more 
a miracle than is a corn crop. There are 
certain laws which must be observed to 
make either a success. 
In order for the farmer to have a suc-
cessful yield of corn he must choose good 
seed, break up the soil and prepare it to 
receive the seed, then cultivate it and re-
move all foreign growths which might in 
any way impede the growth of the corn. If 
these things 'are done, and God adds the 
rain and sunshine a good yield of corn 
will usually be the result. 
In order for a church to have a revival 
there are certain things which must be done 
to which must be added the blessing of 
God. If such conditions are met a revival 
is bound to result. Some of the essential 
preparations for the church are discussed 
here. 
First, the extra effort should be planned 
at a time of the year most suited for the 
community or section of country in which 
the meeting is to be held. Many people 
are careless about this and think just any 
time will do. Suppose a farmer reasoned 
&<w 
in that way about his corn crop and would 
plant his corn in November expecting to 
reap the crop in March, would he realize 
his desire? No. There is a certain time of 
the year, in different sections of the coun-
try, when corn must be planted if one ex-
pects to harvest a good yield. To plant it 
a few weeks before or a few weeks after 
that time may result in a poor crop or in 
no crop at all. Revivals of religion are 
the same. A church and pastor should 
study the conditions and plan accordingly. 
Then, the evangelist or evangelistic 
party should be secured according to the 
need of the community in which the meet-
ing is to be held. One may hear an evan-
gelist and like him personally, while at the 
same time he might not be the man for the 
church or community in which the meeting 
he plans is to be held. No evangelist fits 
well everywhere. Find the type needed and 
engage him long enough ahead of time in 
order to get what is needed. Sometimes 
pastors going into a new field engage an 
evangelist to hold a meeting for them there 
just because he gave them such a good 
meeting on a former charge. That may be 
wrong. He may not fit in the new place 
at all. Sometimes pastors engage an evan-
gelist a long time ahead to go wherever 
they may be pastoring at the time the date 
comes around. That is all right, but if 
after a pastor gets on a new charge he finds 
conditions such that the evangelist he has 
engaged would not be the best man for the 
place, he should cancel the engagement 
with a full and frank explanation. If the 
evangelist is God's man, he will appreciate 
the pastor's fairness for no God-called man 
has any time to waste trying to do the 
impossible. 
Then again, the pastor should prepare 
his people for the coming meeting with 
the type of preaching that will get them 
concerned for the lost in their own com-
munity. He should not preach strong evan-
gelistic sermons every Sunday night for a 
month just before the extra meeting starts 
and gather all the ripe fruit before the 
evangelist gets there, then boast that he has 
had more seekers than the evangelist. If 
that is his method, then in the interest of 
all that is right and just he should never 
call another evangelist. It is his duty as a 
pastor to help prepare the fruit for gather-
ing. It is the duty of the evangelist to 
finish the preparation of that fruit and 
help to gather it. Remember there is noth-
ing that will draw the people to the meet-
ing like the reports of full altars. If the 
pastor will leave some ripe fruit for the 
evangelist to gather early in the meeting 
the church will probably get more fruit in 
the end and the church will receive greater 
benefit than it will if the pastor has gather-
ed all the fruit before he comes and leaves 
(Concluded on last page) 
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"Behold, the Lord's hand is not shortened, that it cannot save; neither his ear heavy, 
that, it cannot hear: But your iniquities have separated between you and your God, 
and your sins have hid his face from you, that he will not hear." (Isaiah 59:1, 2 ) . 
"The Bloodiest Crisis 
of the Bloodiest Century "! 
/ . B. Chapman 
By Dr. Howard W. Ferrin, President 
Providence Bible Institute, Providence, 
R.I. 
(5) 333 
A STAGGERING statement indeed! Surely it cannot be true. A radical and ir-
responsible alarmist must have made it. 
But no! It appears on Page 212 of the 
work THE CRISIS OF OUR AGE by no 
less an authority on human affairs than 
Dr. Pitirim A. Sorokin, Chairman of the 
Sociological Department of Harvard Uni-
versity. From a study of the history of 
western culture from 500 B.C. to the pres-
ent time. Dr. Sorokin buttresses the fore-
going statement with statistics. He in-
vestigated all the known wars in the his-
tory of Greece, Rome and the western 
countries from 500 B.C. to A.D. 1925. The 
result — 967 important wars! Taking for 
the measure of war the size of the casualty 
list per million of the corresponding popu-
lation, the war magnitude appears as fol-
lows: For Greece: The highest indicator 
of war magnitude was in the 4th century 
B.C., 48 to 36. For Rome: The highest in-
dicator was in the third century B.C., 63. 
Then (and note this) the war indicator 
dropped to 0.7 in the first century A.D. 
when the Empire enjoyed the Pax Romana 
(Roman Peace). It is noteworthy to ob-
serve that it was during this century that 
Christianity was launched upon the world 
and made such momentous headway. His-
tory plainly t e a c h e s that Christianity 
thrives, not in times of war, but in times 
of peace. The recent 19th century, the 
greatest missionary era since Apostolic 
times, was notably a century of peace. In 
this century, the war indicator stood at 
only 17. whereas in the 18th century it was 
40, and in the 17th century, 45. But what 
of the 20th century? For the first quarter 
alone, the indicator stood at 52. But that 
figure is sharply raised in the second quar-
ter since there occurred in this quarter the 
Italo-Ethiopian War, the Spanish Civil 
War, the Chino-Japanese War, and World 
War II. 
Let us listen to Dr. Sorokin: "If to the 
European wars of 1900 to 1925 we add the 
subsequent wars up to the present time, 
the figures will eclipse even those for the 
third century B.C. If, further we add the 
wars that will doubtless occur from 1940 
to 2000, the 20th century will unquestion-
ably prove to be the bloodiest and most 
belligerent of all the twenty-five centuries 
under consideration." DO WE NEED RE-
VIVAL? And what of the movement of 
Revolution? In the same scientific man-
ner, Dr. Sorokin investigates the internal 
disturbances of western culture during the 
same period from 500 B.C. to A.D. 1925. 
Space does not permit the quotations of 
statistics of revolutions, e c o n o m i c up-
heavals and criminal offenses against hu-
manity during this period. Perhaps I shall 
but refer to a comparison between the 
French and Russian Revolutions. In 1789. 
the total n u m b e r of executions in the 
French Revolution amounted to 17,000, 
while, during the year of 1918 to 1922, 
more than 100,000 a year were executed. 
However, the direct and indirect victims 
of the Russian Revolution numbered some 
15 to 17 millions while only 35 to 40 thou-
sand fell victims to the reign of terror in 
the French Revolution. And what shall we 
say of the loss of life during the second 
quarter of the 20th c e n t u r y with its 
"purges"' and wholesale slaughter of the 
Jews? DO WE NEED REVIVAL? 
In the wake of this bloody demoraliza-
tion of our western world, what economic 
misery has been seen. Without passing 
judgment on the "rights" and "wrongs" of 
the capitalist-labor conflict, do we have 
any adequate conception of what the ever-
increasing number of strikes indicates as 
to the disintegration of the total life of our 
western world? And why all this talk 
about "security?" Let Dr. Sorokin speak 
again: "Additional evidences of the irony 
of history are furnished by the measures 
of so-called 'Social Security' (insurance 
against old age and unemployment) intro-
duced at a time when such security no 
longer exists . . . The very fervor and 
clamor of such measures and pronounce-
ments are infallible indications that the 
values in question have already perished 
or else stand in the gravest danger." When 
the status of the family, for instance, was 
still secure, there was little talk about the 
necessity of preserving it. When, however, 
the family began to disintegrate, what a 
flood of books, lectures and courses for the 
conservation of this ancient bulwark of so-
ciety was loosed upon the reading public. 
The same is true of peace, democracy, 
prosperity and the like. How blind we 
were! The "Utopia" of the early days of 
the 20th century has turned into the blood-
iest and most confused and anarchistic era 
in all history! Why? Let Dr. Sorokin 
speak once more: "In his eagerness to 
serve mammon, he (man) forgot to serve 
God. and he now pays the tragic price 
of his folly." Do WE N E E D A RE-
VIVAL? Back to God! America! Forget 
not Babylon! Greece! Rome! France! yes, 
and even Great Britain! For human man-
agement of the affairs of men seems to be 
failing. Without Divine intervention, the 
world and its total peoples will be plunged 
even further into chaos, and possibly into 
total collapse. There is no man, or group 
of men, wise enough or powerful enough 
to stay the rising tide of disaster! Modern 
man is like a child toying with a bomb— 
and that—sin ATOM BOMB—1,000 times 
more powerful than the one that fell over 
Hiroshima! God alone can save! In prayer 
alone exists hope! Church of Christ! 
Awake! "Watch and pray, lest ye fall 
into temptation!" Don't betray your gen-
eration ! You have the only really effective 
power in this crucial hour—the power of 
prayer that alone can release the power of 
God. USE IT! PRAY! PRAY! Pray for 
Revival! for it is still true: "If my peo-
ple, which are called by my name, shall 
humble themselves, and pray, and seek my 
face, and turn from their wicked ways; 
then will I hear from heaven, and will for-
give their sin, and will heal their land" 
(II Chronicles 7 :14) . 
Pray! Pray For Revival! 
God, Alone Can Save! 
GOD'S ANSWER IS REVIVAL 
The foregoing message of Dr. Ferrin is 
a startling statement of fact, and will chal-
lenge the heart of every true believer. 
Thank God, tens of thousands of God's 
people are awakened to the desperate con-
ditions' prevailing today in our world. We 
are moving rapidly toward the end of this 
age. The fulfillment of Bible prophecies 
is going on steadily. Among these are the 
rebirth of Israel as a nation: the rise of 
a World Dictator: the federation of na-
tions : the movement toward a World 
Church and the increase of lawlessness and 
crime described in II Timothy 3:1. GOD'S 
(Concluded on page fourteen) 
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Pentecost and Evangelism 
THE COMMISSION, "Go ye" of Matthew 28:19 and Mark 16:15, is more closely 
connected with the command, "Tarry ye" 
of Luke 24:49, than may seem possible. 
But farther study reveals that the "Go" 
and the "Tarry" were given about the same 
time, and to the same group of people. 
The call to tarry does not countermand 
the call to go; it rather becomes a requisite 
that cannot be by-passed. 
/ . Pentecost Is Indispensible to 
Evangelism 
The call to preach the gospel is es-
sential ; without it something is lacking, no 
matter how well equipped an individual 
may otherwise be. There must be in the 
inner consciousness of the ministry the 
"Go ye," and, "Woe is unto me if I preach 
not the gospel." 
The command to "Tarry' ' is just as im-
perative as the commission to "Go." Luke 
24:49 gives the command, with specific 
directions: What to do? "Tarry"; Where 
to go? "In the city of Jerusalem"; How 
long? "Until ye be endued with power 
from on high." To ignore this is gross dis-
obedience. 
Obedience, then, was the next essential. 
And Acts 1:12-14 records the prompt re-
sponse of the disciples. As soon as Jesus 
was taken up from them, "Then returned 
they unto Jerusalem . . . And when they 
were come in, they went up into an upper 
room . . . There all continued with one 
accord in prayer and supplication." Here 
the ministry, and the laity met and tarried. 
Thus, when the day of Pentecost was 
fully come, they were waiting, tarrying, 
"with one accord in one place." The fiery 
baptism and the Spirit's infilling furnished 
them to live, and to serve supernaturally. 
The earnest of the superhuman was given 
in the immediate ability to speak languages 
they had never known. Prompt obedience 
and definite seeking resulted in experi-
mental positiveness. "This is that." When 
this was received as personal experience, it 
became an impelling force in their hearts 
and lives. Doctrine and experience is the 
subject matter of all true preaching and 
witnessing. 
/ / . Pentecost Was Followed by 
Phenomenal Growth of the Word 
Manifestations of the Holy Spirit's pres-
sence and power, always gives impetus to 
the Word. "So mightily grew the word of 
God and prevailed." Acts 19:20 might well 
cover the progress of the gospel after 
Pentecost. 
The preaching was fearless. Pentecost 
so amazed them, that, though they doubt-
ed, they wondered, saying, "What meaneth 
this?" (Acts 2 :12) . But, a little later, 
when the church leaders realized the new 
movement was having great influence on 
the people, they were incensed (Acts 4:1-3 
Weymouth). T h e n persecution started. 
Peter and John caught the brunt of this 
attack, and set a pattern of Christian cour-
age, surpassed only by the martyrs. The 
boldness of the apostles is accounted for 
in Acts 4:8. Pentecost had lost none of its 
leality, nor power, and the continued pos-
»«•*•**•**•**•**••*•**•**•**•*****•**•**•**•**•**•*****•**•**•**•**•**•**•**•**•**•**•**•**< 
W. C. Roberts 
session of this mighty force within con-
strained them lo speak: "We cannot but 
speak the things which we have seen and 
heard" (v. 20 ) . A portion of three years 
with Jesus, and then Pentecost, put some-
thing into these, "unlearned and ignorant 
men" which made the Jewish ecclesiastics 
marvel at their boldness. The church en-
tered into this conflict, as a Spirit filled 
people should; and when Peter and John 
gave the report of the outbreak of persecu-
tion, "They lifted up their voice to God 
with one accord," and the prayer ended 
when, "the place was shaken" (Acts 4 : 
24, 31) . 
Anointed preaching is effective preach-
ing. Pentecost was not the end. It was the 
beginning of a dispensation and an experi-
ence to be kept full and vigorous. "Be 
filled," means a perpetual fulness. During 
the prayer meeting of Acts 4:24-31 there 
was a refreshing refilling: "and they were 
all filled with the Holy Ghost." Peter was 
still under the anointing when he stood be-
fore the council. "Then Peter, filled with 
the Holy Ghost," began to speak (Acts 
4 :8 ) . Stephen was chosen to be a deacon 
because he was "full of faith and of the 
Holy Ghost" (Acts 6 :5) . The Unction was 
still upon him when he made his defense 
before the council, and when they were 
(Continued on page fourteen) 
The Lord's Prayer 
Hettie L. Weaver 
Our heavenly Father 
Wlw dwellest above, 
Almighty and holy, 
Thy name, Lord, we love. 
In us, white we seek Thee, 
May Thy kingdom come 
Increasing in glory; 
Our hearts are Thy home. 
And many now wandering 
Outside of Thy fold, 
Lord, gather them, save them, 
Thy grace to behold. 
And hasten the day, Lord, 
When earth's every race 
Shall serve our dear Saviour 
And look on His face. 
As angels in heaven 
Perform Thy good will 
In us wilt Thou also 
Thy goodness fulfill. 
We thank Thee for blessings 
And all earthly good; 
Sustain our souls daily 
With heavenly food. 
Forgive our wrong doings, 
We also forgive 
All those who have Ivarmed us. 
Thy love may we live. 
Lord, suffer us never, 
Temptations lo know, 
Without Thy protection 
And grace here below. 
Deliver us always 
From sin's every snare, 
And lead us to heaven, 
To dwell with Thee there. 
We know Thou art able, 
Thy kingdom is sure, 
Thy power and Thy glory, 
Shall ever endure. 
—Nanticoke, Ontario. 
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" I Saw Revival in Korea 
Bob Finley 
Staff Member Inter-Varsity Christian 
Fellowship in Far East 
Here's a timely, first-hand report of the 
great revival that stirred Korea just be-
fore the outbreak of war. 
REVIVAL HAS come to Korea. I saw it. I saw more than 25.000 persons profess 
to accept Christ as Savior within six weeks. 
I saw more than 4,000 persons daily at 
5 a.m. prayer meetings. I saw hundreds 
continue all night in prayer for days on 
end. I saw crowds up to 75,000 come to-
gether to hear the gospel. 
I saw the Holy Spirit at work on the eve 
of the war that today has engulfed Korea. 
The conflict has come, but not before the 
entire nation of Southern K o r e a was 
shaken by mighty revival. 
When Bob Pierce, Gil Dodds and I were 
invited to Korea the first of April, we dis-
covered that our Lord had brought us into 
the midst of a revival that might well have 
been lifted out of the pages of the book 
of Acts. 
Pierce and I are of the opinion that this 
is the greatest single evangelistic campaign 
we have ever witnessed. Korean pastors 
and missionaries agreed it was the greatest 
demonstration of the work of the Holy 
Spirit in the history of Korea. He moved 
the people to pray. I shall never forget 
the sight of more than 1,000 people con-
tinuing in prayer out of doors for three 
successive days and nights. They refused 
to seek shelter from several drenching 
rainstorms. 
The Holy Spirit brought conviction of 
sin. At meetings in Inchun the people burst 
into tears and rose to their feet to confess 
their sins. The pastors had to stop the con-
fessions in order that there be opportunity 
to preach the gospel. 
In city after city I saw men and women 
fall on their faces in tears of repentance, 
beseeching God to have mercy on their 
guilty souls. 
The Holy Spirit wrought miraculous 
conversions. I distinctly remember a young 
communist in Seoul. God transformed his 
life instantaneously, giving him faith for 
fear, love for cruelty and beauty for ashes. 
Then he stood up before 10,000 people and 
gave a public confession of a murder he 
had committed a few days before. 
God wiped out organizational differences 
and united Korea's four denominations 
with a vision to win their nation to Christ. 
It thrilled me to see saints from the Pres-
byterian, Methodist, Holiness and Salva-
tion Army churches praying and working 
together for revival in the National Chris-
tian Council with no mention of their sepa-
rate affiliations. 
The revival was accompanied by apos-
tolic miracles. At a daybreak prayer meet-
ing of Presbyterians and Methodists, a par-
alytic boy leaped to his feet and walked 
for the first time in his life. He reminded 
me of the man who sat at the gate of the 
temple in Acts 3. 
Before he was healed, I noticed that this 
Korean's right foot and arm were wrinkled 
and shriveled and helplessly twisted. He 
had been carried 30 miles to the meeting 
on the back of another. Heads were bowed 
while prayer was made for the sick. When 
I opened my eyes and saw him standing, I 
could hardly believe it. I had thought that 
such miracles were only for the early 
church. Just to make sure I went up to 
him and examined his right hand and foot. 
I felt the new, solid flesh with my fingers. 
It was as warm and whole as my own. 
Then I believed. 
At the same time I noticed a small crowd 
gathered around a middle-aged man. I 
went over to see what had happened. The 
man had been dumb but now was talking 
for the first time in 40 years. 
Then I noticed another crowd gathered 
around a young man who was continually 
flexing his fingers and picking up objects 
with his right hand. His mother stood by 
weeping for joy. He had had a withered 
hand, but the Lord had healed it just as 
he did the one in the synagogue at Caper-
naum. 
I know that a great many miracles oc-
curred in Korea, because I saw them, but 
the* Koreans do not place undue emphasis 
upon them. They are more or less taken 
for granted as a part of the revival. The 
chief concern of the church is evangelism, 
and the whole revival is geared to that end. 
Church women go from house to house 
preaching the Gospel. Christian students 
parade the streets with band music and 
hymn singing to distribute tracts and ex-
hort the people to turn to God. Many 
churches require candidates for member-
ship to win a soul to Christ before admis-
sion will be granted. Every church is a 
center of evangelism. 
In such a movement of the Holy Spirit 
our part was incidental. Korea did more 
for us than we did for Korea. 
I was aware of the Holy Spirit lead-
ing me to Korea last October. At that 
time I knew nothing of the revival that 
was then in progress. As I left Los Angeles 
in February, I saw Pierce and told him 
where I was going. 
He said, "I 'm going to Korea too. When 
do you plan to be there?" 
"'Around the first of April. ' ' 
Pierce almost shouted, "That's when I'm 
going. Why don't you go with m e ? " 
Then he told me how he had been in-
vited to Korea by the National Christian 
Council to have part in a "Save the Na-
tion" evangelistic campaign, sponsored 
jointly by all the churches. On our knees 
we received assurance that our Lord had 
called us to go together. Later, Pierce was 
able to get Dodds to go along also for the 
first two weeks of the campaign. 
What went on in Korea is difficult to 
describe. There was no set pattern. Every 
city was different, but in general there were 
five types of meetings. 
Most spectacular were great outdoor ral-
lies where Gil Dodds would run an exhibi-
tion race and give his testimony after 
which Bob Pierce or I would preach the 
gospel. 
Dodds came to Korea at an opportune 
moment. Their marathon team had just 
left for Boston, so the entire nation was 
foot-race conscious. Then God used the 
world's champion miler to capture the 
imagination of the press and start all the 
nation talking about the evangelistic team 
from America. 
After opening ceremonies in Taegu, Gil 
ran a thrilling half mile to set a new track 
record. Then the huge crowd gathered 
round to hear his testimony, and the gospel 
message to follow. 
It humbled me that I should be privi-
leged to preach to such an audience. As I 
surveyed that tremendous crowd, conserva-
tively estimated to number over 75,000, I 
realized that but for the grace of God these 
(Continued on page fifteen) 
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"Morning Melodies" 
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WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa. 800 Kcs. 
"The Gospel Tide Hour" 
Each Sunday 7:30—8:00 A. M 
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa. 800 Kcs. 
"Gospel Words and Music" 
Each Saturday 12:35—1:00 P. M. 
WNAR, Norristown, Pa. 1110 Kcs. 
"Gospel Words and Music" 
Each Sunday 2:30—3:00 P. M. 
WLBR, Lebanon, Pa. . 1270 Kcs. 
"Gospel Words and Music" 
Each Saturday 12:35—1:00 P. M 
WKJG, Fort Wayne, Indiana 1380 Kcs. 
"Gospel Words and Music" 
Each Sunday 8:00—8:30 A.M. 
WAND, Canton, Ohio 900 Kcs. 
"Christian Fellowship Mission" 
Each Sunday 12:30-1:00 P.M. 
WPFB, Middletown, Ohio 910 Kcs. 
"Gospel Lighthouse Hour" 
Each Sunday 8:00 - 8:80 A. M. 
WBUX, Quakertown, Pa. 1570 Kcs. 
"Sunday Bible Hour" 
Each Sunday 12:30-1:00 P.M. 
WLXW, Carlisle, Pa. 1380 Kcs. 
"The Verse for the Day" 
Each Sunday 8:05-8:20 A M. Obituaries 
BTTRTCH—Mary Jane Burtch, daughter of 
the late Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Flagg, died 
June 9, in her 71st year. She was married 
first to Eli Winger and following his death to 
Elder Jesse Winger who was a minister both 
at Bertie and Sherkston. Later she married 
the late Webster Burtch of Wainfleet. She 
spent her last days with her niece, Mrs. Kelly 
Carver. 
She lived in Bertie township all her life, ex-
cepting two years when she lived in Wainfleet. 
She was a faithful member of the Brethren in 
Christ church. 
Funeral services were held at the Bertie 
Church, June 13. Elder Earl Bossert of Buf-
falo, N. T., assisted by Bishop William Charl-
ton of Stevensville. Bishop Gilmore of Wain-
fleet, had charge of the service. Interment 
took place in the Bertie Brethren in- Christ 
cemetery. 
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Weddings 
BONTBAGEB-STABE - On Saturday after-
noon, July 1, Isabelle Starr, daughter of Rev. 
and Mrs. Kenneth Starr of Gladwin, Michigan, 
and Roger Bontrager, son of Bishop and Mrs. 
Floyd Bontrager of Midland Mennonite Church 
were united in marriage at the home of her 
parents, immediate relatives being present. 
BOYEB-TYSON — On Saturday, August 26, 
at 4:30 p.m., Miss Kathryn Tyson, daughter of 
Bro. and Sr. Daniel Tyson of Trappe, Pa., and 
Ernest Boyer, son of Bro. and Sr. C. W. Boyer 
of Dayton, Ohio, were united in marriage in 
the Graterford Church, Pa., in the presence of 
many friends and relatives. The marriage 
ceremony was performed by the groom's grand-
father, Bishop W. H. Boyer, assisted by the 
bride's brother, Elder Irvin Tyson. Bro. and 
Sr. Boyer have been appointed by the Home 
Mission Board to take up the work at the Mis-
sion in Orlando, Fla. Their many friends wish 
them God's blessing, and a happy and success-
ful life, which will be fruitful in winning 
many precious souls for the Lord. 
ELPHICK-CBOSO—On Friday, August 4, in 
the Brethren in Christ Church, Springvale, 
Ontario, occurred the marriage of George 
Elphick and Kate Elizabeth Croso, both of 
Hamilton, Ontario. Elder John A. Nigh offici-
ated at the ceremony. 
FBEY.BASEB— 
ENGLE-KASEE— 
On Wednesday evening, August 23, in the 
Brethren in Christ Church, Dallas Center, Iowa. 
A double wedding ceremony took place, when 
Sr. Bonnie Raser, daughter of Bro. and Sr. 
Rudolph D. Raser of Dallas Center, Iowa, was 
united in marriage to Bro. C. A. Frey, Jr., son 
of Elder and Sr. C. A. Frey of Abilene, Kansas, 
and Sr. Esther Grace Raser, also a daughter 
of Bro. and Sr. Raser became the bride of Bro. 
Earl Engle, Jr., son of Bro. and Sr. Earl W. 
Engle of Abilene, Kansas. The ceremony was 
performed by Elder C. A. Frey, assisted by 
Bishop M. G. Engle. We pray God's 'richest 
blessings upon these young couples as they 
travel life's pathway. 
HEISE-ENGLE—On Sunday afternoon, Sep-
tember 3, Sr. Maxine Engle, daughter of Bro. 
and Sr. Earl Engle of Abilene, Kansas, was 
united in marriage to Bro. Alvin Heise of 
Upland, Calif., son of Bro. and Sr. Edgar Heise. 
The marriage took place at the Zion Church, 
with Dr. Jesse F. Lady, uncle of the bride, 
officiating. 
NIGH—GBOH—On Thursday, August 31, a t 
7:00 p.m., In the Mennonite Church, Vineland, 
Ontario, Harold W. Nigh, son of Elder John A. 
and Sr. Nigh, and Mildred Groh, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Groh of Beamsville, 
Ontario, were united in holy matrimony. Elder 
John A. Nigh officiated and was assisted by 
Bishop S. F. Coffman. 
2EKCHEE-HOSTETTEE — On Saturday 
afternoon, August 19, at 4:00 p.m., Sr. Alice 
Grace Hostetter, daughter of Bishop and Mrs. 
Henry N. Hostetter of Washington Boro, Pa., 
and Bro. John Zercher, son of Bro. and Sr. I ra 
Zercher of Grantham, Pa., were united in mar-
riage at the Manor Brethren in Christ Church 
by the bride's father. Bishop Henry N. Hos-
tetter, assisted by her grandfather, Bishop C. 
N. Hostetter, Sr. The bride was a teacher at 
Messiah College and is now teaching in New 
Jersey. Bro. Zercher is a student at Princeton 
Seminary. 
Evangelistic Slate 
Cedar Grove Oct. 1 
Elder Elwood Flewelling, Evangelist 
Tent Meeting near Garlin, Ky Sept. 13-Oct. 1 
Elder Donald Heer, Evangelist 
Beulah Chapel, Garlin, Ky Oct. 2-15 
Bishop J. H. Wagaman, Evangelist 
Millerflelds, Ky Nov. 5-19 
Bishop H. N. Hostetter, Evangelist 
Gospel Hall, Knifley, Ky Early 1951 
Elder W. O. Winger, Evangelist 
Announcement 
An all-day Young People's Conference 
to be held in the Brethren in Christ Church, 
High and Marble Streets, Mechanicsburg, 
Pennsylvania, on October 8. The theme of 
the Conference, "Courageous Youth in a 
Perplexed World." 
Come and enjoy the day with us. 
Your Christmas Offerings 
Usually just before the holidays, we re-
ceive personal offerings to be forwarded 
to our missionaries on the field. If you 
are planning to do so this year, we have 
the following to suggest, so that the offer-
ings will reach the field in time for dis-
tribution before Christmas. 
We send funds to the field, just once a 
quarter. So if your offerings are in our 
hands by September 25, we can promise 
that they will reach the field in ample 
time for the Holidays. 
Foreign Mission Board 
Carl J. Ulery, Treasurer 
"When our gratitude is low our fault 
finding is high.'' 
Births 
BURTON—On June 25, Judy was born to 
Mr. and Mrs. Arvil Burton of Vester, Kentucky. 
Sr. Burton is a member of the Beulah Chapel 
congregation. 
CRISES—On August 26, a son, Ken Eugene, 
came to bless the home of Mr. and Mrs. Carl 
Crider of Jonestown, Pa. 
EBEBLY—Early the morning of April 16 
Bro. and Sr. Raymond Eberly of the New 
Guilford congregation welcomed the arrival of 
another son, Larry Lee, a brother for Leroy, 
Ronald and Robert. 
EWAID—On Sunday, August 6, Daniel Al-
bert, was born to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ewald 
(nee Shirley Starr) of Detroit, Michigan. 
BAAS—Bro. and Sr. Wilmer Haas, Fayette-
ville, Pa., announce the arrival of Yvonne 
Elizabeth, on April 14. This is a sister for 
Eugene. 
HEISEY—On August 15 a daughter Mary 
Elizabeth was born to Bro. and Sr. Martin 
Heisey of Washington Boro, Pa. 
KANODE — Emerson came to gladden the 
home of Rev. and Mrs. Irvin Kanode on April 
11. Sr. Kanode before her marriage was Dor-
othy Wenger of Chambersburg, Pa. 
MYERS — Marcilyn Winifred came to bless 
the home of Bro. and Sr. J. Lester Myers, Jr., 
on August 2. 
SOLLENEEBGEB—Early on the morning of 
August 1 Janice Lucille came to bless the 
home of Bro. and Sr. Paul Sollenberger of 
Chambersburg, Pa. 
STAYTON—Mr. and Mrs. Vitus Stayton of 
Knifley, Kentucky, are happy to announce the 
arrival of Ruth Ann on July 11. Sr. Stayton 
is the former Anna Bottoms. 
WIN&ERT — Bro. and Sr. Raymond C. 
Wingert of Chambersburg, Pa., announce the 
birth of a son, Glenn Curtis, on July 20. 
Special Notice 
An expression of appreciation is due to 
ten brethren and three sisters who went to 
Flo'rida from Pennsylvania and gave about 
a week of labor in repairing and putting 
the church and parsonage at Orlando in an 
improved condition. 
In addition to $122.05 which was paid 
out of the regular Trustees Fund for paint, 
etc., $165.00 was donated for the above 
work and to provide some n e c e s s a r y 
furnishings. 
The Home Mission Board wishes to ex-
press appreciation for this liberality and 
for the very satisfactory financial state-
ment provide by Brother Robert Senseman, 
treasurer of the Board of Trustees. 
We submit the following summarized 
statement: 
Receipts 
Private Donations $160.50 
Loan from Home Mission Board ...... 400.00 





Total Expenditures $465.50 
Balance applied to loan $ 95.00 
May God bless those whose liberality 
has made possible a partial payment on the 
loan. 
Anyone wishing to contribute toward the 
deficit of $305.00 on the $400.00 loan may 
send your gift to either Mr. Robert Sense-
man, Camp Hill, Pennsylvania, c.o. Baker 
Trailer Camp or to Bishop Henry A. Gin-
der, treasurer of the Home Mission Board. 
Your brother in Christ, 
Albert H. Engle 
Secretary of Home Mission Board 
Love Feasts 
Ontario 
Springvale Sept. 23-24 
Bertie Sept. 23-24 
Cheapside Sept. 30-Oct. 1 
Rosebank -Sept. 30-Oct. 1 
Frogmore Oct. 7-8 
Clarence Center Oct. 7-8 
Markham Oct. 14-15 
The fifty-ninth annual Ontario Joint Coun-
cil of the Brethren in Christ church will be 
held in the Wainfleet Church, Wainfleet, On-
tario, September 2 to 4, 1950. 
Michigan 
Rust Sept. 30-Oct. 1 
Leonard Oct. 7-8 
Moore town Oct. 14-15 
Gladwin Oct. 21-22 
Merrill Oct. 28-29 
Detroit District Council Meeting 
and Love Feast Nov. 3-4-5 
* Pennsylvania 
Fairland, Cleona, Sunday Evening Oct. 22 
Ohio 
Fairview Sept. 9 
Dayton Mission Sept. 23 
Pleasant Hill Oct. 21, 22 
Springfield Oct. 28, 29 
Chestnut Grove Nov. 4, 5 
Valley Chapel Nov. 11, 12 
Sippo Valley, Thanksgiving Meeting ..Nov. 23 
Kentucky 
Fairview Oct. 14 
Grassy Springs Nov. 11 
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With the Church 
In The Homeland 
'- ':. 
Bible School Pupils pose for group picture at Redwood Country 
Church, Grants Pass, Oregon. 
Redwood Country Church, 
Grants Pass, Oregon 
We are happy to report the blessings of 
the Lord in our work this summer. The 
power of God is never limited. Praise His 
Holy Name! 
Starting March 19 through to Easter, the 
Sunday School sponsored a "bean contest." 
Our theme song was "Bringing in the 
Beans." This was a contest to increase Sun-
day School attendance. Each person who 
brought a visitor was permitted to plant a 
bean. The children took an active interest 
and 26 beans were planted in 4 weeks. These 
beans were planted in paper cups and later 
transferred to our garden along the main 
highway. The plan was to give a prize for 
the person receiving the greatest harvest 
of beans and the one whose bean grew the 
tallest. The children eagerly watched the 
beans grow. The contest was rudely inter-
rupted by an automobile accident which 
broke the bean poles down. However, 
each child was given a reward accord-
ing to the number of beans they had 
planted. The secretary reported the atten-
dance at the end of the contest to be 98. 
We surely thank the Lord for the increased 
attendance. 
On Mother's Day we gave each mother a 
carnation as a token of appreciation. 
We were glad to have some visitors dur-
ing the months of June and July. They were 
Bro.and Sr. Rudy Raser and Bonnie, Esther, 
Lois and John Raser, Bro. and Sr. Herman 
Trautwein, Paul and Harriet Trautwein, 
Bro. and Sr. Edgar Heisey and Loren, Bro. 
and Sr. Chester. Eckman and family and 
Bro. and Sr. Warren Sherman and family. 
On July 10 to July 21 we had our Bible 
School. The first day there were 50 there. 
We had a teaching staff of nine. The child-
ren really went to work and we thank God 
that we reached our goal of 100 on two days. 
The enollment was 119. The attendance was 
a gain of over a 100% above last year. We 
were rather crowded for room but the child-
ren en.ioyed it. This year we had a short 
object lesson or fiannelgraph talk with an 
evangelistic appeal at the close of each day. 
We feel that the decisions for Christ were 
very much more effective than having only 
one during the two weeks. Several children 
were really saved, we believe. 
This is a very needy field and we do need 
your prayers as we endeavor to carry on 
the work at this place. 
Hess and Mildred Brubaker 
Cross Roads, York County, Pa. 
Another Vacation Bible School has pass-
ed into history at the Cross Roads Church, 
York County. 
Our Bible School convened from July 24 
t o August 4, with Sr. Bertha Beltz o f 
Chambersburg, as Superintendent. 
The enrollment reached 297, with an aver-
age attendance of 220. The offering went 
towards the expense of the school except 
$36.02 which was taken as a missionary 
offering and sent to Blairs Mills for the 
building of the new church. 
On the last Wednesday evening an oppor-
tunity was given the children to accept 
Christ. Our hearts were thrilled as nearly 
thirty-five c h i l d r e n came forward for 
prayer. 
The seed has been sown, and we trust and 
pray that it will spring up and bring forth 
fruit to the honor and glory of our dear 
Savior. 
—Bertha L. Altland 
Roxbury, Pa. 
To our Visitor Friends, 
Greetings in the precious name of Jesus. 
We are glad to report that the Lord's bless-
ing was on the camp another year. From 
the very start, it seemed the breezes among 
t h e trees repeated, "Holiness unto the 
Lord." 
The preaching and teaching of the word 
of God given by Eld. O.U.Herr, Eld. Donald 
Heer and others were rich and edifying and 
was appreciated and enjoyed by all who 
heard. May the Lord bless and reward each 
one of the speakers for their labors of love. 
Many souls were helped to a deeped experi-
ence in the Lord. Others were saved and 
still others healed. On Monday evening Bro. 
Heer did not have a chance to preach because 
of the power of God in the testimony meet-
ing when souls came flocking home to God. 
Praise His Holy name! The Lord especially 
blessed in the prayer groups and in the 
prayer chain in answering prayer. 
The Lord truly blessed in the children's 
services in that sixty children knelt at the 
altar of prayer, confessed their need and 
were saved. God bless the children. 
We want to thank all those who gave of 
their means and time as well as those who 
prayed to make this meeting a success. May 
the Lord richly bless every one of you is 
our prayer. 
Will you pray that Roxbury Camp may 
continue to be a soul saving station and 
souls get blessed so that they may go forth 
living victorious lives for the L6rd until 
Jesus comes so we shall ever be with the 
Lord. Amen. 
Plan to be with us at the Camp Aug. 4 to 
Aug. 12, 1951. 
—Arthur C. Zook, Sec. 
New Guilford Congregation, Pa. 
The seventh annual Hymn Sing of the 
New Guilford Brethren in Christ Church 
was held Sunday evening, July 9, 1950. 
The six different groups of singers, com-
posed of a Trio, Quartets, and a Chorus, 
sang heartily of the various hymns. The 
Congregation was very responsive also. 
The over-capacity crowd was much inspir-
ed by the songs and the reading. This 
Hymn Sing, as those of other years, has 
proved a blessing to all those who attended. 
Merrill, Michigan 
Once again we were blessed with a gra-
cious revival in answer to the many prayers 
that ascended to the throne in behalf of our 
tent meetings, which began July 23 and con-
tinued two weeks, Eld. John Rosenberry 
was our evangelist, who indeed preached 
under the unction and power of the Holy 
Spirit. 
Our hearts were made to rejoice as night 
after night the altar was filled with seeking 
souls both for the forgiveness of sins and 
also for heart purity. God graciously met 
the need and deliverance came. 
We were privileged to have the three 
Henderson Sisters from Gormley, Ont. with 
us the first week of the revival. The Lord 
truly used their ministry in song in a 
precious way, often bringing shouts of vic-
tory in the service. May the Lord continue 
to use their Spirit filled lives for His glory 
as they sing for Him. Bishop Jesse Lady 
and the Conquerors Quartet from Upland, 
California wene with us the first two nights 
of the revival which proved a real blessing 
to all. 
Rev. a n d Mrs. Albert Brenaman and 
family gave a missionary talk on Fri. 
night July 28 which was enjoyed by every-
one present. 
We covet your prayers for the work at 
Merrill that the revival fires will continue to 
bum in our hearts till Jesus comes. 
—Myrtle S. Hill. 
Cedar Grove Congregation, Mifflintown, Pa. 
Another month has slipped by and the 
experiences have been many and varied. 
Aug. 2. We had a pleasant surprise when 
we learned that Bishop Jesse Lady was to 
be present at our weekly prayer meeting. 
We appreciated his short message from I 
Tim. 2: 1-8. Among other things mentioned, 
he stressed the word "all." Sr. Minnie Lau-
ver from Mechanicsburg has been in our 
vicinity for some weeks visiting her friends 
and relatives. 
A number of our group attended the camp-
meeting at Roxbury and we are glad to re-
port that they brought a little fire along 
back home. We trust that it will continue 
to burn among us. 
Aug. 23. We were glad to have at our 
weekly prayer meeting Sr. Leah Sollen-
berger Meyer, from California. 
Aug. 27. Bro. Menno Brubaker with a 
few others visited our Sunday School. He 
gave a talk to our little group. We are glad 
for every one who comes in to our services 
and say "come again." 
We desire your prayers. 
—Ella M. Lauver. 
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Special Notice 
Since Sister Florence Faus and Sister 
Mary Stoner have been serving as workers 
in Saxton. we would call attention to the 
fact that they are recognized as regular 
workers. Mission reports will be submitted 
and offerings received from the church-at-
large as the Lord may lead. 
We also call attention to the fact that 
Sister Iola Dixon is assisting in the work 
at Clear Creek and Tatesville near Everett, 
Pennsylvania. 
Remodeled Church Dedicated by 
Green Spring Congregation 
It was with great joy that we of the 
Green Spring Congregation were privileged 
to worship again in our newly-remodeled 
church on July 9, 1950 at which time our 
Home Coming and Rededication services 
were held. 
The Sunday School session was opened at 
9: 30 with the lesson being taught by our 
pastor, Rev. Elwood Elewelling. Rev. David 
Wenger Jr., another minister in the district 
gave the morning message, which was a 
challenge to every one present to keep forg-
ing ahead in God's program. 
Brio. Reuben Gutshall gave the history of 
our church. He stated that the Church of 
the Brethren sold the church building, land, 
and inside fixtures to the Brethren in Christ 
congregation in April, 1928 for a sum of 
$777.15. The original membership was 
eight, and today we have a membership of 
77. We truly thank the Lord for. how He 
has so graciously prospered the work here. 
The special music was furnished by a 
quartet from Mowersville and Green Spring 
congregations. 
Bro. Merle Lehman spoke on the timely 
theme "Building For The Future." 
The dedication sermon was given by 
Bishop Lester Myers. One of the many 
nuggets of truth which he dropped that 
challenged his audience, was the fact that 
our forefathers gave of their best when 
building some of the early Brethren in 
Christ Churches. He stated that lamps were 
provided for the -churches while candles 
were still used in the homes. 
The afternoon session was climaxed by 
Bishop Charlie Byers conducting an im-
pressive dedication ceremony after which 
Rev. Flewelling, our pastor, gave the closing 
The evening service was opened by devo-
tions, after which Elder Lehman gave a 
reading. An inspirational chalk talk entitled 
"The Good Shepherd" was impressively por-
trayed by Bro. Wilbur Stayman. 
Bishop Charlie Byers brought the even-
ing message, which was based on the ser-
mon theme: "The Challenge of the Hour. 
He urged each one present, especially the 
youth, to give themselves unreservedly to 
the Master in these perilous days. _ 
It was truly a day of rich fellowship and 
blessing, for all who were privileged to at-
tend these inspirational services, and to 
witness what God hath done in our midst. 
Many were the blessings we enjoyed that 
day,-but each Sunday morning it is our privi-
lege to enjoy blessings that we did not have 
before. Namely: A new basement-contain-
ing four classrooms, a spacious cloak room 
for the men, and a nursery and cloak room 
combined for the women's convenience. In-
Chicago Mission Report-
Acts 18: 9, "Be not afraid but speak and 
hold not thy peace for I am with thee and 
no man shall set on thee to hurt thee for I 
have much people in this city." These words 
given to Paul while in wicked Corinth have 
often been a source of encouragement to us, 
as we seek to witness for Christ in the mid-
st of abounding iniquity. 
YOUNG PEOPLE. This group took a very 
active part in oun program this summer. 
Every Sunday night, with a loud speaker on 
the sidewalk in front of the chapel, the 
young people conducted a very impressive 
service of music, testimony and song. The 
sight of these clean cut young people com-
pared to many who passed smoking and 
drinking, must have been a testimony in it-
self. One Sunday afternoon in August this 
group went to the park for their young peo-
ples' meeting. Many listeners expressed 
appreciation for the music. 
Chicago boasts of many of the world's 
largest things, among them the largest 
hospital in the world, accommodating 3, 
000 patients, where there is unlimited oppor-
tunity f o r personal work. One Sunday 
afternoon our young people's group visited 
a number of wards giving a brief musical 
service and doing personal work. These 
practical work experiences in soul winning 
have thrilled our young people and challeng-
ed them to a closer walk with God. We 
plan to make this a regular feature of our 
young peoples' program. We appreciated 
the help and inspiration brought by Royce 
Saltzman of Grantham who was studying 
in the city and assisted in our music. Mari-
lyn and Phyllis Hershey of Upland, Cali-
fornia took an active part in our young 
deed we feel indebted to God and our fellow-
men for making all these blessings ours to 
enjoy. 
On the picture above from right to left 
are our two deacons, Brio. Merle Lehman 
and Bro. Reuben Gutshall; our pastor, Rev. 
Elwood Flewelling; and Bro. William Red-
cay, chairman of our Young Peoples' So-
ciety. —Correspondent. 
peoples' program. We were also glad to 
have our son Paul back from Grantham. 
VISITORS: There have been many dur-
ing the past quarter, among them Mr. and 
Mrs. Mitchell of California, parents of Mrs. 
Jo"e Smith who, with her husband, plans to 
sail for India this fall. The Mitchells are di-
rectors of "Go Ye Fellowship," a mission-
ary organization. Their missionary mess-
ages, reporting on their recent visit to the 
Orient challenged and stirred our hearts. 
Also Robert Smith who spent three years in 
relief and missionary work in Okinawa; 
Miss Virginia Kauffman; Bro. and S r. 
Reuben Wingerd and family of Upland, 
California; Bro. and Sr. Abram Brechbill of 
Abilene, Kansas; Bishop Henry Ginder and 
Charlie Byers cheered our hearts by their 
brief visit between trains. We appreciated 
having Joel Carlson and family with us for 
the week end of August 20. 
WORKERS. Sr. Esther Kanode who spent 
two years with us left in June to take up 
further school work. Sr. Frances Wolfe of 
Manheim, Pa. was assigned us and arrived 
on August 15. We believe she will be a real 
asset in our work. We appreciated her. bro-
ther and sister who with several others 
accompanied her to the city. 
SPEAKERS. Among a number of special 
speakers was Rev. Lilly, a colored chaplain 
who serves night and day in the County 
Hospital. His dark face is radiant with love 
for the many souls he seeks to win by plac-
ing tracts around safetyrazor blades, combs, 
tooth brushes, etc, given to those who need 
them in the hospital. Rev. Louis R. King 
chaplain of our House of Correction spoke 
to us in July. He is a converted Jew, raised 
and educated to be a rabbi who has a re-
markable stony of God's redeeming grace. 
He will always greet you on phone or per-
sonal conversation with the words "Praise 
the Lord King speaking." His story reminds 
one of the conversion of Apostle Paul. He 
says he has tasted everything the world 
offers and it never satisfied. 
We would like to make a tender mention 
of the late Sr. Emma Freed, who passed 
away suddenly after I had placed her on the 
train at Englewood station. Sr. Freed was 
a faithful member and prayer warrior, a 
G-
Interior view of the Green Spring Church with official personnel. 
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great visitor of the aged and shut ins. We 
would not wish her back but will greatly 
miss her testimonies and prayers. 
TRAGEDY brought gloom over our com-
munity several months ago when 34 persons 
were burned alive in a modern street car 
which had crashed into a gasoline truck just 
a mile from the Mission. It was the worst 
accident in the city's transportation. We 
wondered how many of these folks had 
prayed that day. 
It became necessary to install a new oil 
burner in the mission building at a cost of 
$400. Any gifts toward this necessary ex-
pense will be greatly appreciated. 
We thank God for the joy He gives us as 
we seek to serve Him and witness in this 
large city. As Wesley said, "Best of all God 
is with us." We thank all who have stood 
by us with their means and prayers, and 
earnestly covet an interest in your prayers. 
SECOND QUARTER FINANCIAL REPORT 
Receipts 
April— 
Rev. A. Cober, Coleta, 111 $ 10.00 
Bishop H. N. Hostetter, Washington 
Boro, Pa 5.00 
Ruth Jager, Chicago, 111 5.00 
Mrs. Peterson, Chicago, 111 5.00 
Emmanuel Chapel S. S., Des Moines, la. 8.71 
Nelson Hostetter, Goshen, Ind 5.00 
May— 
Helen Peterson, Chicago, 111 5.00 
J. J. Kellar, Iowa 1.00 
Ila Heer, Abilene, Kansas 3.00 
Lowell Hoover, Abilene, Kansas 10.00 
Mrs. George Lenhert, Grantham, Pa 10.00 
Archie Fike, Nappanee, Ind 3.00 
June-— 
David Musser, Kansas - 1-00 
Alvin Spade, Kansas 5.00 
Merle Clark, Kansas 5.00 
Mrs. Heck, Chicago 5.00 
Total. $ 86.71 










Household Expenses » « | 
Repairs, paint, hardware, «tc ;ijnc 
Postage, stationery 12 '„5 
Labor - 4.00 
Conference expenses j W n 
Speakers ?Sr2-
Mt. Carmel Home 12-50 
Total ?5l?'7o 
Balance 31.7 J 
$544.37 
We wish to especially acknowledge, with 
thanks, the following gifts: bedding, sewing 
circle, Madison Chapel, Wakarusa, Ind.; fruit, 
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Foote, Upland, Calif.; bed-
ding, sewing circle, Cassopolis, Mich., Rev. M. 
Richer; used clothing, sewing circle, Martha 
H. Shock, Columbia, Pa. Provisions; Dr. and 
Mrs. Lenhert, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hershey. 
Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Roy Miller, Nappanee, Ind.; 
Mrs. K. Bollinger, Coleta, 111.; Rev. and Mrs. 
Cober, Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111. 
—Carl J. Carlson, and WORKERS. 
A Friend in Jesus 
Edwin Raymond Anderson 
"Satan laughs at our wisdom, mocks at 
our toil, but trembles when we pray." 
"You can go a long way with an empty 
purse if you are thankful." 
TURNING THE long corridor in the wing of the Lennard Hospital, Rev. Ward was 
about to go through the door out into the 
lobby and down the steps for home, when 
he heard the footsteps behind him. Sensing 
that they were intended for his direction, 
he paused at the door. 
"Rev. Ward . . ." the voice covered the 
distance, and turning he saw the trim 
figure of the day nurse. "Pardon me for 
stopping you, but I was just wonder-
ing . . ." 
He smiled at the nurse, for he had often 
seen her, in connection with his calls. "Yes. 
Miss Kendrick? Is there something I can 
do for you?" 
"Well . . . have you finished your calls? 
I mean . . ." 
"Is there someone that you wanted me 
to see in a special way? I do have the time 
if I can be of help." 
Miss Kendrick cast a side glance along 
the corridor, seeming to fix her glance at 
some room at the far end. Motioning him 
to one side, she lowered her voice. "There 
is a man down in the end room. Room B 
. . . you probably know about it. I mean 
it is a room reserved for those not expected 
to live. Well, there is a man there . . . and 
he seems so pitiful and alone . . ." 
Rev. Ward assured with a smile. "Of 
course, I will be glad to see him. Do you 
know h i m ? " 
"No . . . and really, it is hard to tell if 
he is at all conscious oftentimes. I don't 
know if you can be of any help. But he 
does look so pitiful . . ." She allowed her 
voice to trail away on a note of pleading. 
With a quick turn, he faced the directed 
turn, and the glad steps of Miss Kendrick 
matched his. It was but a moment before 
the door of Room B faced them. He turn-
ed towards her. 
"It would be best if you would come 
along . . . just in case . . ." 
Approaching the bed with measured 
steps, Rev. Ward gave mental assent to the 
remarks of the nurse. It required no ex-
pert eye to see the story, and the flickering 
away of life. For a long moment he look-
ed at the figure, and then allowed his gaze 
to travel to the head-piece for the reading 
of the name. The brow puckered at the 
sight of the card. 
"What is written under the man's name. 
Miss Kendrick? I can't quite make it 
out . . ." 
She paused for an instant. "Well , , , it 
says, 'no known relative or friends.' That 
is, there is no one that we can notify when 
he . . ." her voice broke for a second, 
", . . and he seems to be all alone." 
He allowed his gaze to travel down 
again to the figure, so still and so white. 
For a long moment, he paused. What 
could he say? and would that poor un-
known hear him? He turned to his com-
panion with a look of question. She read 
his thought. 
"You might try, Rev. It is hard to tell 
in these cases. P e r h a p s he can hear 
you . . ." 
Closing his eyes for a second of "prayer 
shot heavenward," he moved over and bent 
low. And then as if with the flood of sud-
den thought, he placed his lips against the 
ear facing him. and began to softly sing— 
"What a frie>nd we have in Jesus" 
. . . that blessed, familiar Gospel song. 
Softly, slowly and with a prayer inter-
woven with the every letter, he carried 
through the first line. He was about to 
begin the second stanza, when the surprised 
voice of Miss Kendrick broke in . . . 
"O look Rev. Ward! Look at his face! 
. . . he has heard you, and he does under-
stand!" 
Quickly lifting himself, he gazed at the 
countenance. The eyes were still closed 
and the features were just as white and 
drawn. But there was a soft, peaceful 
smile spread over the countenance, and 
with difficulty but with desire, the face 
slowly turned in his direction. Why . . . 
it seemed to plead for more . . . 
B e n d i n g over he prayer-whispered 
through the remaining lines, conscious of 
that soft, peaceful smile spread over the 
countenance. And when he came to the 
last letter, he raised himself and turned. 
But Miss Kendrick had disappeared! 
He waited for an instant, and in that 
instant prayed for the blessing upon the 
testimong in song. A moment later he was 
back in the corridor. The end of the cor-
ridor was but a few feet removed, and 
there seated in a chair was the nurse . . . 
with the film of tears in her eyes. She 
looked up slowly. 
'"Forgive me for leaving you. But I . . . 
I just had to. The way you sang that song 
about Jesus, and the way that poor man 
smiled! He . . . he just seemed to know 
that Jesus was his friend, even if no one 
else cared. And oh! it just seemed to con-
vict my own heart of the way I have re-
fused Him, all these years when I have 
been strong and well. And believe me 
. . ." she looked with deep pleading, "be-
lieve me . . . you have sung that for me as 
well. I want to take Jesus as my Saviour 
and friend . . . even as I am sure that poor 
man did. You will pray for both of us, 
won't you, Rev. W a r d ? " 
—Waterbury, Connecticut. 
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Sex Sacred or Sinful ? 
Roy J. Wilkins 
THE AVERAGE worldly person, being flesh-ly-minded, places sex upon too promi-
nent a pedestal and worships before it. But 
many Christians go to the other extreme 
and try to be so "nicey-nice" that the very 
thought of the sex subject is revolting to 
them. 
I once heard of a prudish woman (un-
married, I presume) who said she read 
through the Old Testament just once. She 
was so shocked and disgusted at the frank 
way in which it discussed the sex subject, 
she vowed never to read it again! 
True enough, a number of Old Testa-
ment books do speak plainly about men 
and women and their problems, pitfalls, 
and peculiarities in relation to the sex 
life. And some of the sex conduct in that 
day was anything but what it should have 
been. But God's Word speaks plainly and 
doesn't "beat around the bush"—as some 
mothers and fathers do when their children 
try to pry sex information from them! It 
shows up the sinfulness of man, yes; but 
not the sinfulness of sex! For sex. in itself, 
is not sinful! And it pictures very plainly 
the price that certain individuals paid for 
allowing their unbridled passions to run 
away wild with them. There are lessons 
from these ancient true stories that we in 
1950 still have to learn. And God, looking 
ahead through the centuries, knew it. 
Therefore, He arranged for it all to be 
written down — in plain, everyday street 
language that we can grasp. The reason? 
So all men can learn that it doesn't pay to 
disobey the laws of God in relation to the 
sex life. 
While it is true that it takes far more 
than sex to make ' a successful marriage, 
there would have been no such an institu-
tion as marriage originated—had not sex 
entered into the scene. And we must never 
forget that it was not Adam who first 
thought of sex and marriage; it was God 
Himself! He said, "It is not good that 
man should be alone; I will make an help 
meet for him." 
If it was merely the fact that Adam was 
lonely and needed companionship, couldn't 
God have created another man for his com-
pany? Surely, He could and would have 
—had He seen that such was best. 
But, instead of another man, God came 
forth with another "brand new" creation 
—a lovely woman—and gave her to the 
lonely man! Thus, was the first marriage 
recorded in God's Word. And "Therefore 
shall a man leave his father and his 
mother, and shall cleave unto his wife: 
and they shall be one flesh." Genesis 2:24. 
And thus has been the manner of man since 
the first union so long ago, because "from 
the beginning of the creation God made 
them male and female." Mark 10:6. 
God has placed strong sex urges in our 
bodies. It is His Divine intention that the 
opposite sexes should come together in 
Holy Matrimony for the physical and spir-
itual benefits of wedded life; and also for 
the purpose of creating new life—if He 
sees best to allow babies to be born into 
our homes. Why then should Christians 
shudder at the thought of frank sex dis-
cussion? Of course, sex is a serious and a 
sacred thing to talk about. And it should 
The Secret of Divine Guidance 
E. E. Shelhamer 
"I will guide thee with Mine eye." 
"In all thy ways acknowledge Him, and 
He shall direct thy paths." 
May we always be sure of Divine guid-
ance? The following rules may be help-
ful: 
1. Be absolutely sincere. 
2. Let one and only one thought actuate 
you—the glory of God. 
3. Be as willing (if God wills) to have 
your request denied as granted. 
"While place we seek, or place we shun, 
The soul finds happiness in none; 
But with my God to guide my way 
'Tis equal joy to go or stay." 
(M. Guyon.) 
be approached reverently, in the fear of 
God. But there is absolutely nothing 
shameful about sex in itself. It has been 
provided by an all-wise Creator for the 
good of His creatures. 
It is man, and not God, who has pervert-
ed sex and dragged it down below the level 
of the barnyard! As far as God is con-
cerned, "Marriage is honourable in all, 
and the bed undefiled: but whoremongers 
and adulterers God will judge." Hebrews 
13:4. "Whoso findeth a wife, findeth a 
good thing, and obtaineth favour of the 
Lord." Proverbs 18:22. "A prudent wife 
is from the Lord." Proverbs 19:14. "Who 
can find a virtuous woman? for her price 
is far above rubies. The heart of her hus-
band doth safely trust in her—," (He 
needn't worry about coming home from 
work and finding her in another man's 
arms!) "She will do him good and not 
evil all the days of her life." Proverbs 
31:10-12. "A virtuous woman is a crown 
to her husband: but she that maketh 
ashamed is as rottenness in his bones." 
Proverbs 12:4. "Nevertheless, to avoid 
fornication, let every man have his own 
wife, and let every woman have her own 
husband." I Cor. 7:2. "But if they can-
not contain, let them marry: for it is bet-
ter to marry than to burn." I Cor. 7:9. 
"But and if thou marry, thou hast not 
sinned; and if a virgin marry, she hath not 
sinned." I Cor. 7:28. "I will therefore 
that the younger women marry, bear chil-
dren, guide the house." I Timothy 5:14. 
The preceding Scriptures should be suf-
ficient to convince even the most skeptical, 
of God's approval upon marriage. But if 
it isn't, there are many more. Ephesians 
5:22-32 shows the love of husband and 
wife to be a faint picture of the matchless 
love of Christ for His Church. 
There has been far too much secrecy and 
false shame connected with the sex life in 
the past. Ignorance was considered bliss, 
apparently, and the less one knew of their 
sex impulses, the better. The accepted 
thing to do was to walk into married life 
with eyes blindfolded, as it were. The 
proper time to learn about such a delicate 
subject as sex was after marriage—not be-
fore! 
Now. of course, the pattern has changed. 
Or, is being changed, gradually. For many 
still belong to the "old school" and don't 
want to adopt modern methods. Granted 
that there are a lot of mistakes being 
made, (naturally, there will be when un-
regenerated men and women take over) the 
new enlightened sex age is better than the 
past "dark ages!" 
Thousands of folks wish their eyes had 
been opened to "forbidden things" when 
they were small and anxious to know them. 
Because they were kept "in the dark" by 
their parents, didn't mean that they stayed 
ignorant of sex, however. There were other 
ways of learning. But what was learned 
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was a mixture of truth and error, purity 
and smut. But the smut and the error far 
outweighed the truth and the purity! 
Christian parents can rejoice that now 
there are a number of good, clean. Chris-
tian books about the sex subject on the 
market. They can let their children read 
them with complete confidence. There are 
also books for young newlyweds, and those 
contemplating marriage. They are invalu-
able. While written very frankly, so that 
the average reader can "get the drift." 
they are by no means unchaste or passion 
provoking. I think every young man and 
woman should secure such books and thor-
oughly study them. They would prevent a 
lot of heartaches, misunderstanding, and 
marital troubles in later life. A much hap-
pier marriage will result if the young 
couple has a complete understanding of 
the sex life of man and woman before they 
give themselves to each other. Sex ignor-
ance is nothing to boast of! 
On the other hand, however, we Chris-
tians can not — and will not — accept the 
utterly corrupt teachings of this ungodly, 
sex-crazed age! The shocking idea that 
young engaged couples should "try out" 
their future sex partners is gross sin in the 
sight of God! Its adherents can term it 
"companionate marriage" or whatever they 
will; God's Word labels it "fornication," 
which is plain, unvarnished sin! rtFor out 
of the heart proceed evil thoughts, mur-
ders, adulteries, fornication, thefts, false 
witness, .blasphemies: these are the things 
which defile a man." Matthew 15:19-20. 
(Notice that the fornicator and the murder-
er are classed in the same company!) 
'". . . Abstain . . . from fornication." Acts 
15:20. "Being filled with all unrighteous-
ness, fornication, etc." Romans 1:29. The 
whole chapter of I Corinthians 5 deals with 
the subject and the shame of this sex sin. 
"Know ye not that the unrighteous shall 
not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not 
deceived: neither fornicators, nor idola-
ters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor 
abusers of themselves with mankind." I 
Cor. 6:9. "For this is the will of God, 
even your sanctification. that ye should 
abstain from fornication. That every one 
of you should know how to possess his 
vessel (body) in sanctification and hon-
our." I Thess. 4:3-4. There are many 
other Scriptures beside these to convince 
all who want to know that fornication and 
adultery are sinful, and should have no 
place in a Christian's life. 
Yet, in spite of God's warnings on the 
subject, I knew a young man, claiming to 
be converted, who frankly admitted that 
he indulged in sexual intercourse with his 
girl friend. He insisted, however, that 
ther.e was nothing wrong in it—so long as 
they didn't get "in trouble!" He had a 
Scripture he thought he stood upon: "Let 
him do what he will, he sinneth not." I Cor. 
7:36. He failed to read the rest of the 
chapter, of course. He preferred to remain 
ignorant and wallow in sin. Naturally, 
with such a shamefully low moral stand-
ard, he didn't marry the girl until "em-
barrassing circumstances" forced him into 
it! God permitted him to learn the hard 
way that "whatsoever a man soweth. that 
shall he also reap. For he that soweth to 
his flesh shall of the flesh reap corrup-
tion." Galatians 6:7-8. That is a lesson 
which every sex-transgressor must learn— 
whether the unlawful sex act is accom-
plished before or after marriage. 
Sex is a sort of physical "dynamite" 
and not to be tampered with! It must be 
"handled with care"—in the fear of God— 
and according to the laws of God and our 
land. In that way,—and that way only— 
can sex become a blessing to mankind. 
Otherwise, it will become a curse. But not 
because it is a sinful and a shameful 
thing; but because it is far too sacred and 
sweet an experience for sinful men to make 
sport of!—Dodge Center, Minnesota. 
Pentecost Evangelism 
(Continued from page six) 
stoning him to death (Acts 7:55). The 
crisis of Pentecost, plus the continued ful-
ness of the Spirit, is one of the distinguish-
ing differences, now noticeable, between 
some "holiness people" and truly "holy 
people." Among too many holiness people, 
preaching is powerless, the testimony in-
definite, worship is formal and lukewarm, 
and service is drudgery. Only the Spirit 
filled are vivacious and invincible. 
The fulness of the Spirit is usually at-
tested by some superhuman manifestations. 
Besides the miraculous utterance of the 
Word, on the day of Pentecost, there was 
a mighty sweep of conviction, which moved 
men to inquire the way of salvation. Many 
signs and wonders were done by the apos-
tle (Acts 2:41-47). Liberality, fellowship, 
and spiritual ecstasies, flowed from this 
full, abounding, vitalizing presence. We 
need this holy fulness, in the ministry and 
in the laity, in witnessing, in holy living. 
and supernatural manifestations. 
/ / / . The Miraculous Growth of the 
Church 
The divinely natural phenomena of Pen-
tecost held the attention of the multitudes, 
while the apostles told the story of Jesus. 
Greatest Wor ld Crisis 
(Continued from page five) 
GREAT BUSINESS FOR HIS CHURCH 
IS, AND ALWAYS HAS BEEN, EVAN-
GELISM. The Holy Spirit in this age is 
completing His work of taking "out a peo-
ple for His name." Acts 15:14b. The most 
encouraging thing before believers today 
is the great sweeping upsurge in evangel-
ism and the spirit of revival manifest in 
many places. Tens of thousands are find-
ing Christ in mammoth city-wide and 
county-wide, and other united campaigns. 
CHRIST FOR AMERICA for nearly eight, 
yeprs has maintained an increasing pro-
gram of Bible-based, Christ-centered evan-
gelism. Nearly 150 campaigns have been 
held throughout the continent. During the 
coming year probably 150 additional cam-
paigns will be scheduled. Numerous cities 
and towns are being literally shaken and 
whole communities have been brought to a 
sense of God-consciousness. THE HOUR 
IS LATE AND WE MUST ACCELERATE 
THIS MINISTRY OF REVIVAL AND 
SOUL-WINNING. We need more thou-
sands of praying friends who will stand 
with us.—Christ for America. 
Hearts were pierced. They heard, inquired, 
received, and were baptized. "And the 
same day there were added unto them 
about three thousand souls" (Acts 2 :41) . 
So long as the spirit of Pentecost was 
kept alive, and the fire burning, there were 
daily additions to the church (Acts 2 :47) . 
"They continued steadfastly" (v. 42) is the 
secret of the lasting awakening. Resolutely 
continuing to give themselves in fidelity 
to the gospel and to spiritual exercises, 
God honored them with power to do signs 
and wonders. Gladness and rejoicing in 
the experience that was theirs and united 
faith convinced the multitude that these 
holy people had something that really sat-
isfied. 
Opposition did not stop the onward 
march of this militant force. The jealous 
leaders thought to stamp out the fire of 
their zeal and devotion. But councils, pris-
ons, death, nor anything, could daunt the 
faith and courage of this Spirit baptized 
organism. The manifest presence of God 
so outweighed the persecution that in spite 
of it, "many of them which heard the word 
believed, and the number . . . was about 
five thousand" (4 :4) . 
Nor did the rebuke, and judgment of 
God upon Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 
5:1-11) set the church back. 
It seemed rather to augment the work. 
Fear came upon al l ; they were compelled 
to respectfully recognize the work and 
authority of the church, which was further 
i, 
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confirmed by the miracles wrought (v. 12) . 
No man dared attempt to join under false 
pretense; and yet. multitudes were com-
ing and '"believers were the more added to 
the Lord, multitudes both of men and 
women (v. 14) . Judgment is still needed 
in the church, but unless accompanied by 
the supernatural of Pentecost, it will drift 
i n t o pharisaical conformity, and self-
righteousness ; and degenerate into spirit-
ual impotency. 
To have the perpetual fulness of the 
Spirit, is the pattern set by the early 
church. In order to live up to this stand-
ard, the apostles gave themselves, con-
tinually to prayer, and to the ministry of 
the word" (Acts 6 :4) . They further in-
sisted that even the lesser duties could onlv 
be properly performed by those who were 
full of the Holy Ghost, wisdom and faith 
(Acts 6:3, 5 ) . 
And so, the church marched on. Calvary 
and Pentecost were preached; Christ and 
the Holy Spirit exalted. Pentecost was still 
Pentecost, whether in Jerusalem or in the 
most extreme outpost of the advancing 
army. We need no new Pentecost today. 
We need just a willingness to let the Spirit 
of Pentecost into our hearts and lives, giv-
ing ourselves in humble yieldedness to the 
Holy Spirit, to cleanse, fill, and use us, as 
He did the early Church. 
—The Wesleyan Methodist, 
» m*m i 
The soul of all improvement is the im-
provement of the soul." 
Revival in Korea 
(Continued from page seven) 
people would be listening to some atheist. 
Only two years before the public school 
students in Taegu had been over 75 per 
cent Communist. Now every student in the 
city was sitting before me to hear the Gos-
pel of Jesus Christ. WTiile heads were 
bowed for prayer at the close of the mes-
sage, well over 2,000 raised their hands to 
signify their decision to accept Christ. 
Veteran Presbyterian missionary Wil-
liam Lyon, after thirty years in this land 
of great revivals, said it was the greatest 
single evangelistic meeting he had ever 
seen. 
The newspaper account the next day also 
carried a personal testimony. An employee 
had been converted and had confessed hav-
ing stolen funds from the paper. He want-
ed to take cuts in his salary to pay back 
what he had stolen. 
In addition to the big rallies, Bob Pierce 
and I were requested to preach daily in 
the public schools. 
The Taegu technical high school for 
boys is a typical example. One afternoon 
I went to speak at the regular assembly-
period. Two thousand boys aged 16 to 22 
sat in military order on the ground in the 
schoolyard, brought there to hear about 
Christ. 
They never stirred as I preached the 
Gospel for nearly an hour. At the con-
clusion they bowed their heads reverently 
for prayer. Then in response to my invita-
tion over 700 boys arose from their seats 
and came forward to acknowledge their 
decision to accept Christ. 
I begged them to count the cost, warn-
ed them of the difficulties of the Christian 
life and pled with them not to come for-
ward unless they were completely sincere. 
But they kept coming, their faces set with 
hope and determination. 
Best of all, there was a Christian group 
in the school to follow up the converts. 
Leaders of this group quickly enrolled the 
new additions in their prayer and Bible 
study groups and took them to church. 
The nightly city-wide evangelistic meet-
ings were a third type of meeting. Pastors 
and missionaries unanimously agreed that 
they were the largest in Korea's history. 
In Inchun, third largest city, we held 
the first meeting on a Sunday night in a 
large school yard with a high board fence 
around it. The 8,000 who came and sat on 
the ground filled the yard completely. On 
Monday night there was an overflow who 
sat on a high bank overlooking the school-
yard. By Wednesday night the meetings 
had to be moved to a large square in front 
of the railroad station to accommodate the 
15.000 who came. Before the meetings 
closed on Sunday night the attendance had 
grown to 20,000. In every meeting there 
were hundreds seeking salvation. 
The same thing happened in Seoul. We 
began there in a long, rectangular board 
and bamboo church building seating 4,000. 
The first night it was packed out with an-
o t h e r 2,000 standing outside listening 
through the open windows. The second 
night boards had to be pulled off the rear 
wall so the standees could see inside. Next 
night a pulpit was set up just outside the 
rear of the building. Then with the aid of 
loudspeakers we preached to the 4,000 in-
side and 10,000 outside in the churchyard. 
The crowds continued to grow until nearly 
20,000 were crowded into the churchyard 
for the final meetings. Every night hun-
dreds responded publicly to the gospel in-
vitation. 
All of us attributed the success of the 
nightly evangelistic meetings to prolonged 
prayer in the early mornings. 
My first experience with a Korean pray-
er meeting was staggering. When I awaken-
ed in the darkness at 5 a.m. a slow drizzle 
of rain was dripping from the roof. It 
seemed useless to be getting up so early. 
While my missionary host splashed us 
along through a maze of puddles, I kept 
looking out of the jeep window down de-
serted alleys, wondering if anyone would 
be out to a prayer meeting at that hour on 
such a cold damp morning. Even as we 
walked into the building I expected to see 
perhaps 25 or 30 old ladies and half a 
dozen men. But there to my utter amaze-
ment / saw over 4,000 people sitting on the 
floor and lifting their hearts to God in 
fervent prayer. At least half were men, in-
cluding several hundred high school and 
university students in their black uniforms. 
All 4,000 were praying aloud at the 
same time. Every few minutes they would 
break out in spontaneous song. It remind-
ed me of stories I had read of the great 
Welsh revival. The Koreans are great 
singers—much like the Welsh. 
Rev. Chi Syun Kim, p a s t o r of this 
church, said that they had not failed to 
have a day-break prayer service for 1,700 
mornings — since the liberation from 
Japan. He had arisen every morning at 3 
in order to get to church on time. His 
home is 7 miles away. 
Daytime preaching services were the 
fifth type of meeting Bob Pierce and I had 
in Korea. At the church mentioned above, 
these meetings were phenomenal. Attend-
ance averaged 6,000 in the mornings and 
8,000 in the afternoons. And though these 
meetings were especially for Christians, 
dozens were seeking at every meeting. 
These meetings in which we participated 
were a small part of the great revival in 
Korea. All the while there were other great 
meetings being held by Korean pastors 
and evangelists. So naturally the revival 
is continuing uninterrupted after we have 
left. 
Surely there can be no doubt that what 
is going on in Korea is a revival of apos-
tolic proportions. It is a demonstration of 
the awful reality of the Person of the Holy 
Spirit. Behind the scene? there has been 
much hard work, especially by the Korean 
pastors, the Presbyterian missionaries and 
Ed and Elmer Kilbourne of the Oriental 
Missionary Society. But all of these de-
voted servants of our Lord would be quick 
to say that He has done it all—that the 
glory should be laid at His feet. 
The International significance of the Ko-
rean revival is two-fold. 
In the first place, the revival has stopped 
communism in Southern Korea. Two or 
three years ago it seemed inevitable that 
Southern Korea, like China, would go com-
munist. But since God has visited the land 
with revival, there is hardly a communist 
to be found anywhere. 
Secondly, if God has so blessed the 
nation of Korea with revival, then surely 
He can bless America as well. Revival has 
come to Korea. If we are as sincere in our 
desire for it, revival will come to America. 
—The Missionary Tidings. 
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Revival in 1950 
(Continued from page four) 
him to preach with empty altars until the 
last few nights of the meeting. 
Finally, the meeting should be adver-
tized well by all legitimate means, how-
ever, advertize only what can be really 
offered, not what one hopes to have. To 
advertize a full course chicken dinner and 
then when the crowd has gathered place 
before them spare ribs and sauerkraut, or 
crackers and limburger cheese will not 
help the cause a great deal. Do not boost 
the evangelist too highly. It will place 
him at a disadvantage at the start. Let 
him make his own way until he begins to 
capture his congregations. The crowd will 
soon detect his ability as an evangelist, if 
he has any. Sell your evangelist for what 
he is worth to the congregations as the 
meeting progresses. They will appreciate 
him more and they in turn will do the 
selling to the outsiders. 
Praying For The Revival 
Revivals begin with the people in the 
front seats. When professors of religion 
see to it that all the rubbish is cleaned 
from their own hearts so that the Holy 
Spirit can have some clean channels to 
work through, then he will work. The more 
channels, the greater the power he can turn 
on. In order for this there may be a neces-
sity for some confessions and restitutions. 
Forgiveness may have to be asked and 
granted. Slow moving professors will have 
to go on into holiness, and certainly there 
will have to be humility and agonizing 
prayer on the part of both pastor and peo-
ple. Revivals that are worked up will soon 
die. Revivals that are prayed down will 
have lasting results. God has promised so 
many times in his Word that if his people 
will pray he will hear their cry and grant 
whatsoever they desire in his name. 
There are three great realms of prayer— 
communion, p e t i t i o n and intercession. 
Many people never get beyond the first 
realm. With them it is always "bless me." 
And all they mean by being blessed is to 
be made to feel good. Who does not like 
to feel good, especially under the blessing 
of God? But is that all there is to pray 
about? It is blessed to commune with 
God, but if one goes on farther than that 
he has missed God's thought in prayer. So 
many people are like the little boy in the 
city of Philadelphia who one morning was 
trying to reach the button of a door bell 
on the front of a house. It is said that 
Philip Brooks seeing him making the un-
availing effort stepped up and pressed the 
button for him. When the bell rang on the 
inside of the house, the little fellow looked 
up into the face of Mr. Brooks and said, 
"Now, mister, it is time to run." How 
Where Do You Stand? 
Chloie Bower 
How is it with you, dear Christian? 
What do you think of life? 
Do you find it a happy pathway, 
Or is it a burdensome load of strife? 
Are you living close to God? 
Or straying far, far away? 
Are you able to commune with Him, 
Or do you forget to pray? 
Are you found at questionable places? 
Do you lust, for the things of earth? 
Is your heart set on worldly fashion, 
Or for righteousness do you hunger and 
thirst? 
What thinks the sinner of you, dear friend? 
Don't you know he's looking your way? 
Could he find in you help and guidance? 
Could you teach him how to pray? 
If an unsaved friend was very ill, 
And was about to pass away? 
If they should call for you, dear Christian, 
Could you kneel with him and pray? 
Could you ask God's blessing, 
And know that you'd be heard? 
Could you read with confidence 
The promises in God's Word? 
My dear Christian friend, I ask you, 
Where do you stand today? 
If you're not in close touch with God. 
} ou'd better kneel and pray. 
—The Gem. 
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many folk are just like that in their prayer 
lives! As soon as they press the button 
and the bell rings in heaven they jump up 
and run. They never wait until God an-
swers the ring so they can tell Him what 
they want. 
The next realm is the realm of petition. 
In this state one can live by simple faith 
and trust God to supply all his personal 
needs and does not have to tell hard luck 
stories to get people to give aid through 
sympathy. He has learned there is a God 
who will supply all of his needs according 
to His riches in glory, and in the hour of 
need, no matter in what realm that need 
is. he goes to him. Thank, God, he never 
fails! 
The next is the realm of intercession. 
This is the realm in which one forgets 
about getting blessed for his own gratifi-
cation. He even forgets about his own per-
sonal needs. The needs of others take first 
place in his thinking. The condition of 
others take first place in his concern. In 
this realm there may be times when he will 
spend all night in prayer for a lost world, 
^ h e n in this realm God may put a burden 
on one's heart for a whole family, a whole 
church, a whole community, a whole city, 
a whole nation, or a whole continent. It 
is in this realm that things are accomplish-
ed for God that will endure eternally. If 
Christian people can be enabled to swing-
out into this realm there can still be re-
vivals with lasting results, may God give 
more intercessors! Then there will be more 
revivals. They can come in 1950, but they 
will come down only one road and that is 
the same road they have always come down 
—that of intercessory prayer. Through a 
musical program one may get a crowd. 
Through hilarity and emotionalism one 
may get a great many seekers, but only 
through agonizing prayer will anyone ever 
be born into the family of God. 
Preserving the Results 
This is the hardest work in connection 
with a revival, but it is the most important. 
It is as necessary to keep people saved and 
to aid them in spiritual development as it 
is to get them saved. 
After the revival is over the pastor will 
need to be on his field looking after the 
new contacts he has made during the meet-
ing and encouraging the young converts 
in their faith. For a pastor to go on a vaca-
tion immediately after the close of the 
meeting or even to go off his charge to 
hold a revival for someones else is for 
him to largely neutralize the efforts put 
forth in his own church. When he returns 
he will hardly know his church has had a 
revival, and he may find it needs another 
one at once. Under such a condition he 
should not blame the evangelist because 
the results of the revival were not lasting. 
After any revival, there will need to be 
a period of feeding his congregation on 
milk in order to help the new born babes 
and the more mature Christians should be 
patient with their pastor during this time. 
In fact, the spiritual mothers and fathers 
should be able to feed themselves while 
they aid the pastor in caring for the young. 
If one belongs to a church worth join-
ing he should not be afraid to ask people 
who have no church home to join it. If he 
does not someone else may ask them to 
join a wrong one. No one should be a 
proselyter. but every Christian should be 
careful to preserve the souls for whom he 
is responsible. 
—Pilgrim Holiness Advocate. 
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